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GÉANT Data protection Code of Conduct (for SPs in EU/EEA and similar)

- Published 6/2013
  - Small update 10/2014: added Entity Category Support for IdPs
- 38 SPs from 11 countries has the EC in eduGAIN
  - [http://monitor.edugain.org/coco/](http://monitor.edugain.org/coco/)
- Documents moved to the new REFEDS wiki: [https://wiki.refeds.org/display/CODE](https://wiki.refeds.org/display/CODE)
- Dante is submitting the CoCo and an explanatory memorandum to WP29 (EU data protection authorities) for approval
  - [https://wiki.refeds.org/x/N4MY](https://wiki.refeds.org/x/N4MY)
  - Assumed to take one year…
- Planning a CoCo training for fedops during TNC2015 in Porto
  - Monday morning at 9-12
  - Currently interviewing fedops on their training needs (done: DE, DK, AT, IT, NO, NL, FR, EE, UK)
Code of Conduct endorsement letter
Make use when you approach the IdPs!

- CLARIN, DARIAH, DASISH, ELIXIR

"Adopting the Code of Conduct makes the work of researchers easier, reduces uncertainty and overheads for Identity Provider administrators, and could potentially increase your organisation’s scientific output."

https://wiki.edugain.org/
CoCoEndorsement

---

European universities and research institutions
ATTN: Chief Information Officer (CIO)

Data protection Code of Conduct to Support Collaborative Research

Modern research is highly international and collaborative in nature and relies increasingly on the use of IT. Researchers need to share research resources, such as datasets and instruments, and access collaboration platforms managed by other universities or research institutions.

Federated identity management technology helps researchers to access resources outside their

On behalf of the CLARIN research infrastructure for humanities and social sciences

Steven Krauwer
Executive director, CLARIN ERIC
"International" Code of Conduct
For attribute release out of EU/EEA

- No much news
- There is a stable draft (4/2014):
  https://wiki.refeds.org/display/CODE/International+Data+protection+Code+of+Conduct
- Discussion on how an SP commits to the Code of Conduct
  - Electronic service?
  - Ink-signed paper, gathered by federation operator?
- Non-EU/EEA organisations welcome to the work
Thank you!